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How to run a DaVinci job?

New application has been implemented with the aim to ensure
the largest flexibility to the user
Different ways to run a DaVinci job according to the use case
Two different commands can be used:

1 ./run davinci [options] command [user options]
new syntax useful to exploit the Click potential
allow a greater flexibility in passing argument via command line
different methods for running jobs according to the input data

2 ./run gaudirun.py [options] user options.py:
standard method for running LHCb applications
user options.py can be configured as a Moore-like option file
using the same strategy used for running DaVinci in Production
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New method with Click

Main function is written in DaVinciSys/script/davinci
Based on a dedicated implementation of Gaudi and Click
New default running command:

./run davinci [option davinci] run-mc [option command]

option davinci
--export:

dump configuration [.opts]
--dry-run:

configure without run the job
ciao
ciao

option command
--inputfiledb, (-i):

key and DB with input files
--joboptfile, (-j):

file with job option list
--extra arg:

any DV option
Helper can be invoked with --help after ”davinci” or ”run-mc”
NB: removing run-mc subcommand in the future releases:

./run davinci [option davinci] [option command]
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/DaVinci/-/blob/master/DaVinciSys/scripts/davinci


New method with Click (II)

Main elements for configuring a DaVinci jobs are:
a set of input files
a list of option for running the job
a code containing the algorithms to be run in the job

Input files

Set with --i option

Args:

Key: bs2jpsiphi turbo

Location: path/to/myDB.yaml

Input files location and related
qualifiers are collected in a .yaml
database

myDB.yaml
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/DaVinci/-/blob/master/Phys/DaVinci/options/DaVinciDB-Example.yaml


New method with Click (III)

Main elements for configuring a DaVinci jobs are:
a set of input files
a list of option for running the job
a code containing the algorithms to be run in the job

Job options

Set with --j option

Args:

Location: path/to/job option.yaml

Job option can be collected in a
dictionary in a dedicated .py
or .yaml file

job options.yaml

Full list of DV options available at options default.py
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/DaVinci/-/blob/master/DaVinciTests/tests/options/option_davinci_sprucing.yaml
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/DaVinci/-/blob/master/Phys/DaVinci/python/DaVinci/options_default.py


New method with Click (IV)

Main elements for configuring a DaVinci jobs are:
a set of input files
a list of option for running the job
a code containing the user algorithms to be run in the job

User algorithms

Set with --user algorithms option

Args:

Py-module: path/user algs:main

Algorithm can be imported as
output of a main function

User algorithms can be passed:

- by command line

- in job option.yaml with
user algorithms :
”path/user algs:main”

user algs.py
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/DaVinci/-/blob/master/DaVinciTests/tests/options/option_davinci_user_algs.py


Templates for -i and -j argument

A template for the .yaml for the input fileDB and job option files
can be created using a dedicated method
Method takes the template names as input, via -f argument

Templates are created setting options to the default values
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Standard LHCb method

DaVinci can still be run with the gaudirun.py command
(not covered in this tutorial):

./run gaudirun.py options.py

option.py includes all the information needed by the user:
values of the DaVinci options
list of functors and branches for the FunTuple configuration
etc.

Invoking run davinci app(fileDB key , fileDB path) at the end of
the script
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Example of DaVinci job running with gaudirun.py

Example for running DaVinci with FunTuple on a hlt2 .dst
Full code at option davinci tupling from hlt2 gaudirun.py

Exercise: convert the tutorial scripts from davinci to gaudirun.py
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/DaVinci/-/blob/master/DaVinciExamples/python/DaVinciExamples/tupling/option_davinci_tupling_from_hlt2_gaudirun.py


Live coding session: setup your environment
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Live coding session: download your input files

Full Example: link
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/DaVinci/-/blob/AM_starterkit_Mar2022/DaVinciExamples/python/DaVinciExamples/tupling/starterkit_examples/ExampleDV.py

